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Introduction

Torsional vibration of structural elements has become a point 
of interest to the structural engineering field especially after the 
dreadful failure of the Tacoma Narrows bridge (or the Galloping 
Gertie) in 1940. Ever since Tacoma’s collapse, structures prone 
to torsional vibration have grabbed the interest of the structural 
engineering field whose aim has become to analyze and design 
structures with increased torsional stiffness to overcome flutter 
and torsion-based failures [1-3]. In 2014 Andersen et al. [1]  

 
proposed a method for non-flutter design by setting the torsional-
to-vertical frequency ratio below 1 which made it a must to find 
a quick way to calculate the dominant torsional frequencies of 
structures. Obtaining the torsional vibration frequencies and 
corresponding mode shapes for structural elements having 
constant sections is an old problem that had been solved long ago 
as referred to in the literature hereunder, but what if the addressed 
structural element is subjected to a variation along its length 
whether it was cross sectional or a material variation or both at the 
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ijC : Weighting Coefficients of the Differential Quadrature Method

Greek Letters
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same time? Structural elements natural frequencies and vibration 
modes are commonly computed by one of the following methods: 
(i) analytical; (ii) approximation techniques or semi-analytical 
and (iii) numerical methods [4]. One should bear in mind that it 
is an accuracy vs time choice. Many researchers used analytical 
techniques to study the torsional frequencies and vibration 
modes of rods with classical boundary conditions and variable 
cross sections. In torsional vibration problems the cross-sectional 
variation is translated into polar moment of inertia variation 
along the studied element’s length, while the material variation is 
translated into a variable shear modulus along the element’s length. 
These analytical techniques set a requirement to fully define the 
moment of inertia and shear modulus variation equations that are 
to be used in the differential equations before digging deep into 
the solution to be compatible with the mathematical techniques 
at hand [5-8]. Li QS [6] didn’t only present a solution for rods with 
variable cross sections with specific equations, he also added to 
the solution recurrence formulae to obtain the torsional vibration 
frequencies and vibration modes of a multi-step nonuniform rod 
carrying an arbitrary number of concentrated elements with 
classical or nonclassical boundary conditions which made the 
solution semi-analytical and still couldn’t account for any material 
changes occurring along the rod’s length.

Bridges were not the only structures that grabbed the 
researchers’ attention from the point of-view of torsional 
vibration. With the introduction of high-rise buildings to the 
modern urban world, accounting for torsional vibrational effects 
became an inseparable part of the design process. Most of these 
buildings exhibit non-uniformity whether on each structural 
element scale or the building as a whole which require large-
scale prototypes and simulations based on simplified numerical 
models to ensure better efficiency. In 1982 Basu & Dar [9] 
were from the first who discretized multi-storey buildings to 
be modelled as coupled beams. Then in 1996 a new model was 
proposed by Miranda [10] that solves a multi-storey building as 
a deformable continuous cantilever beam which was developed 
again by Miranda & Taghavi [11] to consider the stiffness non-
uniformity in the different modelled storeys. In 2001, the same 
authors created simpler formulae [12] under the “Equivalent 
Column” concept which could evaluate the natural frequencies 
of multi-storey buildings in the 3 directions. Starting from 2009 
till 2014, approximate solutions were proposed [13-14] to tall 
buildings taking into consideration the interaction between the 
vertical and torsional modes. Starting from 2014, Piccardo et al. 
[15] introduced the equivalent beam model which could simulate 
the dynamic behaviour of three-dimensional structures modelled 
as beams and this model has been adopted ever since for studying 
the aeroelastic instability and nonlinear behaviour of structures 
[16-18]. In 2020, [19] a beam-like model was proposed that was 
suitable for buildings with irregularities and unsymmetrical plans 
that was mainly created to check the seismic performance of 
already existing structures. This model presented the dominant 

mode shapes that frequently occurred to specific reinforced 
concrete structures. Its results were specifically concerned with 
the 1st two transitional mode shapes and only the 3rd torsional 
mode shape along with reproducing the time history of a chosen 
point on the structure. As stated, the research history is full of 
models and methods that could solve regular structural vibration 
problems but, to the author’s limited knowledge, none could 
propose a simple solution method focused on the torsional 
vibration of non-uniform structures. Noteworthy is that the 
methods listed in the literature, for sure, have their immanent 
advantages as well as drawbacks when it comes to the accuracy-
efficiency relationship. Choosing the conventional analytical 
methods results in the best possible accuracy but takes up a 
lot of time and effort unlike the semi-analytical and numerical 
methods that offer acceptably less accuracy, but significantly less 
computational time and flexibility given that the rationale upon 
which the numerical technique is based is correct in the first place. 
One of the numerical techniques usually used in civil engineering 
problems is the Differential Quadrature Method or the (DQM). The 
Differential Quadrature Method (or the DQM) was first proposed 
by Bellman & Casti [20] as a new technique to solve ordinary and 
partial differential equations and could bridge the gap between 
complex mathematics and civil engineering. [20, 21] Returning to 
the question posed earlier regarding the material variation and 
cross- sectional variation occurring at the same time, to the best of 
the author’s limited knowledge, no such closed-form solution has 
been reported yet which makes the work presented hereunder a 
tiny new brick in the edifice of knowledge.

Formulation

Mathematical Derivation and Governing Equations

A one-dimensional structural element of length L, mass polar 
moment of inertia ( )I x , area polar moment of inertia ( )J x , shear 
modulus ( )G x , and density ( )xρ is modelled as shown in (Figure 1) 
[22, 23]. Summing the torsional moments about z-axis and apply 
in Newton’s 2nd law for rotation:

2
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Figure 1: The Studied One-Dimensional Element (a), the Internal Moments Acting on an Infinitesimal Area (b).

Considering ( ),x tθ 𝑎𝑛𝑑 ( ),tM x t as harmonic functions:

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), ,  ,  & ,i t i t i t
t t t tx t x e M x t M x e m x t m x eω ω ωθ θ= = =

2 0t
d dJG m I
dx dx

θ ω θ ∴ + + = 
 

 (5)

Since we are solving a free vibration problem, 𝑚𝑡 is eliminated
from equation (5) as follows:

2
2

2 0d dJ d dG dGJ G J J
dx dx dx dx dx
θ θ θ ω ρ θ+ + + =  (6)

Since a generic analytical solution of equation (6) is hard to 
reach to account for any cross-sectional or material variation along 
the one-dimensional element’s length, the DQM is implemented to 
solve it numerically. The DQM is a handy method that is widely 
used in structural engineering problems consisting of higher 
orders differential equations as stated by Rajasekaran S [24]. The 
DQM implementation to obtain the torsional natural modes of the 
one-dimensional element described by equation (6) is presented 
hereunder.

DQM and Solution Procedure

The Differential Quadrature Method was first proposed by 
Bellman & Casti [20] as a new technique to solve ordinary and 
partial differential equations and by applying Wilson’s boundary 
conditions [21] the DQM has been widely used by engineers as 
it offered a straightforward method that can be easily deployed 
to detangle the complexity of differential equations. The DQM is 
appealing for the use in engineering problems due to its simplicity 
in transforming a complex differential equation into more 
engineering-friendly equations that need little computational 
time and effort to be solved. The ethos of the DQM is to get the 
derivative of a function in the form of the summation of estimated 

weighted coefficients multiplied by the original function itself at 
specified locations within the solution domain without digging 
deep in each derivative equation on its own as shown hereunder 
[24].

For a function ( )f x , the DQ approximation of the kth derivative 
at the ith grid point is calculated by:

( )
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Where n is the number of grid points [21], [24-25].

Numerical Discretization

Since the DQM is, after all, a numerical method, the solution 
accuracy will eventually be affected by the quantity and quality 
(the distribution) of the sampling points. Chebyshev–Gauss–
Lobatto mesh distribution is usually deployed to structural 
vibration problems to guarantee full coverage of the structural 
element with extra focus on the edges to better apply the boundary 
conditions as shown in (Figure 2) [25].

( )
( )

11 1 cos     1, 2,.. ...
2 1i

i
where i n

n
ξ π

 −
= − = − 
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Where

i
i

x
L

ξ =  (9)

And L is the one-dimensional element’s length but for the ease 
of visualization, non-dimensionalization of the whole equation 
is made which makes iX iξ= where xi is the distance from the left 
edge of the element if it is a horizontal structural element and 
is the distance from the bottom if it is a vertical one. Note that if 
the column is divided into “ en ” divisions then the sampling points 

1en n= + .
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Figure 2: Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto Mesh Distribution ( )20n = .

The weighting coefficients are calculated at each grid point 
using the following procedure:
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The weighting coefficient matrices’ elements are calculated as 
follows:

1. The elements of the weighting coefficients’ matrix 1C of 
the 1st derivative are calculated as follows:
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2. The elements of the weighting coefficients’ matrix 2C of 
the 2nd derivative are calculated as follows:

( ) ( ) ( )2 1 1
1

... .  , 1, 2,...n
ij ik kik

C C C for i j n
=

= =∑  (15)

Applying the weighting coefficients’ matrices to equation (6) 
gives the following final form:

[ ]{ } { }2A θ ω θ= −  (16)

Where

[ ]
'

' 2
1 1 2

1 GJ GA G C C C
J

ω
ρ ρ ρ

= + + +
 (17)

Note that the derivatives of ( )G x and ( )J x could too be 
calculated with the same technique (the DQM) in cases of 
severely complex functions. With proper implementation of 

the boundary conditions as per Wilson et al. [21], the equation 
becomes ready to be solved as an eigen value problem to obtain 
the torsional natural frequencies of the addressed element along 
with the corresponding torsional mode shapes. The effects of 
several parameters were studied in this work which are: cross-
sectional variation (linear and parabolic) along the element’s 
length (Variable ( )J x ), material variation (linear and parabolic) 
along the element’s length (variable ( )G x & ( )xρ ) and the effect of 
changing both parameters (linear and parabolic) at the same time 
while using classical boundary conditions (fixed-fixed, free-free, 
or fixed- free).

Results, Validation and Discussion

Results and Validation

In this section, the computational numerical results of the 
proposed DQM are presented and compared with the results 
obtained analytically by Rafiee M, Jafari Mehrabadi S and Rasekh-
Saleh N [7]. Then after validation, the effects of several parameters 
such as end conditions, moment of inertia and material are 
presented. Rafiee M, Jafari Mehrabadi S and Rasekh-Saleh N [7] 
derived an analytical solution to equation (6) with a constant 
shear modulus ( )G and with varying inertia according to equation 
(18).

( ) 1 xI x a
L

= +  (18)

For a constant cross-section: “ a ” is substituted by 0 and for 
a linearly varying cross-section: “ a ” is substituted once by 1 and 
once by 2. The same parameters were used, and equation (6) was 
solved using the DQM. (Table 1) presents the comparison between 
the numerical results obtained by the DQM and the results 
obtained analytically by Rafiee M, Jafari Mehrabadi S and Rasekh-
Saleh N [7] showing a maximum error of 5.4% in the first linear 
variation ( a =1) with fixed-free end condition.
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Discussion

Changing the one-dimensional element’s cross-sectional 
inertia or material along its length or changing both and applying 

those to the three basic boundary conditions (free-free, fixed-fixed, 
and fixed-free) affects the element’s natural torsional frequencies 
(refer to (Table 1) and (Table 2)) along with its torsional mode 
shapes refer to (Figure 3, Figure 4, & Figure 5) respectively.

Figure 3: The Relative Effect of Cross-Sectional Variation on the Torsional Mode Shapes of a one-dimensional element.
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Figure 4: The Relative Effect of Material Variation on the Torsional Mode Shapes of a one-dimensional element.
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Figure 5: The Relative Effect of Both of the Cross-Sectional & Material Variation on the Torsional Mode Shapes of a one- dimensional 
element.
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Table 1: Torsional Free Natural Frequencies obtained from the DQM vs the analytical solution by Rafiee M, Jafari Mehrabadi S and Rasekh-Saleh 

N [7].

Free-Free Fixed-Fixed Fixed-Free

a N DQM Analytical %e DQM Analytical %e DQM Analytical %e

0

1 3.1415 3.14159 0.00% 3.1415 3.14159 0.00% 1.5707 1.57079 0.00%

2 6.2831 6.28318 0.00% 6.2831 6.28318 0.00% 4.7123 4.71238 0.00%

3 9.4253 9.42477 0.00% 9.4247 9.42477 0.00% 7.8539 7.85398 0.00%

4 12.565 12.5663 0.00% 12.566 12.5663 0.00% 10.995 10.9955 0.00%

5 15.708 15.7079 0.00% 15.707 15.7079 0.00% 14.137 14.1371 0.00%

1

1 3.1965 3.3784 5.38% 3.123 3.1334 0.33% 1.360777 - -

2 6.3119 6.4259 1.77% 6.273 6.2789 0.08% 4.645899 4.487482 3.53%

3 9.4448 9.5241 0.83% 9.418 9.4219 0.03% 7.814162 7.721747 1.19%

4 12.581 12.642 0.47% 12.56 12.564 0.02% 10.96714 10.90163 0.60%

5 15.718 15.769 0.31% 15.7039 15.706 0.01% 14.11505 14.06426 0.36%

2

1 3.27086 3.2868 0.49% 3.09691 3.1256 0.92% 1.251195 - -

2 6.35656 6.6149 3.91% 6.25816 6.2722 0.23% 4.608089 4.404069 4.63%

3 9.47546 9.6715 2.03% 9.40759 9.4172 0.10% 7.790841 7.672932 1.54%

4 12.615 12.759 1.14% 12.5533 12.56 0.06% 10.95031 10.86697 0.77%

5 15.7279 15.983 1.60% 15.6974 15.703 0.04% 14.1019 14.03736 0.46%

Table 2: The Effects of Variable Inertia, Variable Material and Both Variations on the Natural Torsional Frequency of a One-Dimensional Element.

Free-Free Fixed-Fixed Fixed-Free

N Constant Linear var Parabolic var Constant Linear var Parabolic var Constant Linear var Parabolic var

Inertia

1 3.142 3.197 3.286 3.142 3.123 3.142 1.571 1.361 1.166

2 6.283 6.312 6.361 6.283 6.273 6.283 4.712 4.646 4.604

3 9.425 9.445 9.477 9.425 9.418 9.425 7.854 7.814 7.79

4 12.565 12.582 12.606 12.566 12.561 12.566 10.996 10.967 10.95

5 15.708 15.719 15.74 15.708 15.704 15.708 14.137 14.115 14.102

Material

1 3.142 3.197 3.286 3.142 3.123 3.142 1.571 1.361 1.166

2 6.283 6.312 6.361 6.283 6.273 6.283 4.712 4.646 4.604

3 9.425 9.445 9.477 9.425 9.418 9.425 7.854 7.814 7.79

4 12.565 12.582 12.606 12.566 12.561 12.566 10.996 10.967 10.95

5 15.708 15.719 15.74 15.708 15.704 15.708 14.137 14.115 14.102

Both

1 3.142 3.286 3.556 3.142 3.142 3.286 1.571 1.166 0.825

2 6.283 6.361 6.513 6.283 6.283 6.361 4.712 4.604 4.6

3 9.425 9.477 9.581 9.425 9.425 9.477 7.854 7.79 7.789

4 12.565 12.606 12.685 12.566 12.566 12.606 10.996 10.95 10.95

5 15.708 15.74 15.802 15.708 15.708 15.74 14.137 14.102 14.102

Note that: linear variation means:1 x
L

+ and parabolic variation means:
2

1 x
L

 + 
 

Note that: linear variation means: 1 x
L

+ and parabolic variation 
means:

2

1 x
L

 + 
 

.

Notice the color significance in (Figure 3, Figure 4, & Figure 
5); The blue color represents the results of a one-dimensional 

element with constant inertia and material ( I =1, G =1, and ρ
=1). As for the red color, it represents the results of the one-
dimensional element with linear variation in Inertia (Figure 3)

( ) 1 xI x
L

 = + 
 or in material (Figure 4) ( ) ( )1  and 1x xG x x

L L
ρ = + = + 

 
. And finally, 

the black color represents the results of the one-dimensional 
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element with parabolic variation in Inertia (Figure 3) ( )
2

1 xI x
L

  = +     

or in material (Figure 4) ( ) ( )
2 2

1  and 1x xG x x
L L

ρ
    = + = +         

. As for the line styles, 
the solid line represents the 1 mode shape, the dotted represents 
the 2nd mode shape and the dashed represents the 3rd mode 
shape. As shown in the (Figures 3, 4 & 5), on increasing the cross-
section’s stiffness, the maximum relative angular deformation 
(twist) decreases. It is also observed that the linear variation in 
inertia gives approximately the same maximum relative angular 
deformation (twist) as that of the material variation and the same 
thing can be applied to the parabolic variation.

Analysing the obtained natural frequencies in (Table 2), it is 
observed that the linear variation in the cross-sectional inertia 
gives approximately the same effect as that of the linear change 
in material. Furthermore, the parabolic variation too gives 
approximately the same effect on changing the inertia only or 
the material only while keeping the other parameter constant. 
The linear variation in both at the same time produces the same 
effects as those of the parabolic variation of either of them.

Summary and Conclusion

This study illustrated the use of the DQM in torsional vibration 
problems and validated its reliability in calculating the free 
undamped torsional natural frequencies & mode shapes of one-
dimensional elements. In addition to this, a parametric study was 
successfully carried out depicting the effects of End conditions, 
cross-sectional variation (Moment of inertia), & material 
variation (Shear Modulus & density) on the torsional natural 
frequencies and the corresponding mode shapes. The proposed 
solution method showed great agreement with the analytical 
solution of the basic beam torsional vibration problem which 
made it encouraging to try different parameters and compare 
the results with our so-called control beam solved analytically. As 
shown in (Table 1), the natural frequencies increase by increasing 
the mode number in an end-condition. It is also noted that the 
linearly varying inertia gave approximately the same results of 
linearly changing the material and it is the same in case of the 
parabolic variation. In addition to that, it is noted that making 
a linear change in both of the material and the inertia gave the 
same results as those obtained from changing only one of the two 
parameters linearly.
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